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Abstract
The encryption algorithms are designed to provide integrity and
confidentiality of the messages. Modern cryptosystems are classified
into three categories such as Block ciphers, Stream cipher and Hybrid
ciphers of Hummingbird. This paper details about various types of
block ciphers and stream ciphers. In this paper we also present the
hybrid model of hummingbird and its comparison among other
cryptographic algorithms.
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1. Introduction
The elevation in wireless communication has led to the applications employing modern
ciphers. These applications are helpful in public transportation, pay tv systems,
electricity, military and health monitoring etc. ; These applications necessitate secure
storage and transmission of data over insecure and unprotected communication
channels.

modern cryptosystems

block cipher
(DES,AES,XTEA,RC6,
BLOWFISH,SERPANT)

steam ciphers
(GRAIN CIPHER)

Hybrid ciphers
(HUMMINGBIRD)

Fig. 1: Types of modern cryptosystems.
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Present moodern cryptosystems are
a divided into three categories namely:- block
b
ciphhers, stream
m ciphers andd hybrid cipphers as shown in Fig. 1.
1

2. Block Cip
pher
Block ciphers are
a basicallyy algorithmss that encrypt a group of
o plaintext symbols off size
m and
a create thhe ciphertexxt of same siize. The sim
milar key is used to enccipher the whole
w
blocck size. Thee main algorrithms in thiis category are
a describeed below.
2. 1 DES(Dataa Encyption
n Standard
d)
S is the syymmetric enncryption algorithm
a
which
w
uses the fiestel cipher with
h 16
DES
key and opperates on 664 bit of datta to
rounnds of proccessing. It uses
u
56 bit encryption
e
generate the cipphertext of 64 bit[1]. DES
D perform
ms an initiaal permutatiion on entirre 64
bit of data, theen it is divvided into two
t
halves of 32 bit each.
e
Thereeafter follow
wing
operrations are executed onn the right half
h of dataa, namely- expansion
e
sttep, key miixing
layeer, substitutiion layer with
w 8 s-boxees and perm
mutation witth p-box so as to introd
duce
confusion and diffusion
d
inn the cipher. The resultaant from p-bbox is in turrn XORED with
the 32 bit left subblock
s
thhat we initiaated out with
h, resultant becomes thhe right half for
the next round of processinng.
2. 2 AES(Advaanced Encrryption Staandard)
AES
S is a non-ffiestel symm
metric cipheer that encip
phers the datta block of 128 bits kn
nown
as state[2].
s
AES uses 10, 12
1 or 14 rouunds with each
e
versionn using a diffferent key size,
thatt is 128, 1992 or 256 bits. State is arranged
d in the matrix(4*4). All roundss are
idenntical in AE
ES except the
t last rouund. Follow
wing operations are invvolved in ro
ound
proccessing of AES
A as show
wn in the Fiig. 2, wheree substitutioon using s-bboxes introd
duces
confusion and shifting off rows and mixing off columns introduces ddiffusion in
n the
ciphher.

Fig. 2. Rouund processiing in AES..
2. 3 Blowfish
wfish is a 64 bit symm
metric encrryption ciph
her. It consiists of variaable key leength
Blow
whiich ranges from
fr
32 to 448
4 bits[3]. It
I was basiccally designed as an alteernative to DES
D
algoorithm for fast
f encryptiion in 32 biit microproccessors. It iss a fiestel ciipher consissting
of 16
1 rounds annd is more suitable
s
for handling laarge amountt of data. Thhe large num
mber
of subkeys
s
are used durinng each rounnd processin
ng. Blowfissh comprisees of P-ARR
RAY
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having 18 subkeys, each of 32 bits and 4 Sboxes of (8*32) having 256 entries.
Blowfish is an efficient algorithm but vulnerable to differential and chosen plaintext
attacks. During encryption using Blowfish, the I/P data block is split into two halves of
32 bit each,L0 and R0. Now for i=1 to 16, following steps are executed:
L0=L0 XOR ;and R0=F(L0) XOR R0.
Swap L0 and R0. After the completion of 16 rounds,
R0=R0 XOR
; and L0=L0 XOR .
Finally L0 and R0 are combined to yield ciphertext.
2. 4 XTEA(Extended Tiny Encryption Algorithm)
XTEA is a 64 bit block cipher designed to overcome the weaknesses of TEA(Tiny
Encyption Algorithm). TEA was subjected to weak key schedule, hence in XTEA keys
are dynamically organized at the runtime, and demands no memory space. XTEA uses
128 bit as the key-size to encipher data block of 64 bit. The process of encryption and
decryption is accomplished using Fiestel Network routine that uses 64 rounds. The
dynamic key schedule property of XTEA makes it resistant to differential cryptanalytic
attacks. XTEA was basically designed for high speed applications that require low
power implementations [4]and thereby it more capable for resource constrained
devices.
2. 5 RC6(Rivest Cipher 6)
RC6 is the improved enhancement of RC5. It is a block cipher of 128 bits and supports
variable key –sizes of 128,192 or 256 bits. RC5 lacked the 32 bit integer multiplication
operation which is present in RC6. The diffusion in RC6 is greater than RC5 and is
capable to execute with few rounds with extreme security level and throughput[5]. RC6
comprises of four 32 bits register namely A,B,C,D which contains the original
plaintext and the encoded ciphertext at the end of the encryption process. The least
significant byte of A contains the foremost byte of the plaintext or ciphertext whereas
the rearmost byte of the plaintext or ciphertext is positioned into the most significant
byte of D. RC6 comprises of following rudimentary operations such as add, subtract
,multiply ,XOR and rotate. RC6 is susceptible to differential and linear cryptanalysis
but offers pretty good performance and substantial flexibility.
2.6 Serpant
SERPANT is a block cipher of 128 bits having variable keysize ie. 128,192 or 256
bits. This cipher is a substitution permutation network with 32 rounds operating on 432 bit words. Serpant was designed in a way such that all the operations can be
executed with extreme parallelism. It is a 32 round procedure including initial and final
permutation. This algorithm has three basic functions:
1. Initial permutation of bits
It is constantly accomplished by the lookup table in which the position of the bits are
changed. The resultant of the permutation yields b .
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2. Round function or linear transformation
Thereafter the round function is applied on B 32 times. In every round,B is XORED
with one of 32 subkeys and the result is passed through the sboxes. One of the 8
Sboxes of size(4*4) are used 32 times in parallel. But in the last round, textblock is
mixed with 33 subkey generated from the key schedule instead of the Linear
Transformation.
3. Final-permutation
It is performed via lookup table to yield ciphertext.

3. Stream Cipher
Stream cipher are the symmetric key cipher where the plain text digits are combined
with pseudorandom keystream. Each plaintext digit is encrypted one at a time with the
corresponding digit of keystream.
3.1 Grain cipher
Martin Hell, Thomas Johansson and Willi Meier designed grain cipher in such a way
that implementation of hardware is easy and chip area needed is also reduced. LFSR
and NFSR are the two building blocks of the Grain Cipher each of 80 bits. The LFSR
is used to provide balanceness so that the cipher becomes cryptographically secure. In
contrast,NFSR adds nonlinearity to the grain cipher[6]. The NFSR input is masked
with the LFSR output so as to produce the balanced state of NFSR. The initial vector
and keysize are 80 bits in size. f(x) and g(x) are the feedback polynomial functions of
degree 80 for the LFSR and NFSR. The filter function is nonlinear and is represented
by h(x). This filter function uses as input particular bits from both the feedback
registers LFSR and NFSR. Thereafter 7 bits from NFSR are added to h(x) which
further becomes extraneous feedback to both the registers. This value is also used as
the keystream sequence.

4. Hybrid Cipher
Hybrid cipher is the magnific fusion of both Block Cipher and Stream Cipher.
Hummingbird is an ultralight weight cryptographic hybrid cipher that inherits the
characteristics of both Block Cipher and Stream Cipher[6]. This hybrid structure
makes it suitable for extreme resource constrained devices such as smart devices and
wireless nodes[7]. The Fig. 3 illustrates some differences and similarities among two
types of Hummingbird cipher, namely Hummingbird 1 and Hummingbird2. These are
ultra lightweight cryptographic algorithms.
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4. 1Hummingbird1and Hummingbird2
Hummingbird 1

Hummingbird 2

Fig. 3: Difference and common point of Hummingbird 1 and Hummingbird 2.

5. Conclusion
Compared to other cryptographic algorithms such as DES, AES, XTEA, SERPANT,
GRAIN, RC6, etc, Hummingbird is the most capable cryptosystem for implementation
in resource constrained environment like RFID technology ,wireless sensors and other
smart devices. The consumption of power is less and encryption speed is faster in
Hummingbird. Hummingbird has the further benefit over other modernized encryption
primitives that it yields efficient Message Authentication code and is also known as
authentication algorithm. Hummingbird is designed to be used in high security
required low cost pervasive devices as it is resistant to most of the cryptanalytic attacks
common to block ciphers and stream ciphers.
Table 1: Comparison of various cryptographic algorithms.
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